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QUESTION 1

Items selected by a user need to be copied to a page list property when the user submits the form. How do you copy the
items? 

A. Add a data transform to the flow action as a post-processing action. 

B. Add a data transform to the flow action as a pre-processing action. 

C. Create a declare expression with the page list property as the target. 

D. Create a validate rule to copy the selected items. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three mobile device features can you leverage by using Pega Mobile Client? (Choose Three) 

A. Barcode scanning 

B. Text messages 

C. Biometric identification 

D. Push notifications 

E. Phone calls 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 3

A user reports that an application takes five seconds to complete a step and present the next step in a process. Which
tool allows you to gather and analyze performance data for the form submission? 

A. Performance Profiler 

B. Performance Analyzer (PAL) 

C. Database Trace 

D. Tracer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

In which scenario would a Declare OnChange rule be appropriate? 
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A. During a nightly backup process, only updated fields are backed up. 

B. When a developer changes a view, the change is checked into a development branch. 

C. When a user updates their address, the active case is suspended until the address can be confirmed. 

D. When a manager approves a case, the case is routed back to the appropriate case worker. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A medium-size toymaker wants to fulfill orders received during the peak season in December and process the orders in
batches multiple times a day. 

How do you implement this use case? 

A. Create one scheduled job and set its run schedule to multiple times a day. 

B. Create scheduled jobs, one for each run, that can process accumulated orders. 

C. Create batches of orders and send each batch for processing when it gets full. 

D. Create a queue processor that can process orders received by the company. 

Correct Answer: A 
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